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Authors and organizational affiliations:  

● Naska Yankova from Camplight on behalf of the International Digital Cooperative Community 

1. Background: Social and Solidarity Economy sector, institutions, and policy 
framework in the region/State/country where the organisation is located 

 
Introduction of Camplight: My name is Naska and I am part of the business development and client 
relations team in Camplight. We are a digital coop established in 2012 with the aim of building a 
sustainable and healthy business environment. We are currently 20 members who strongly believe 
in collaboration, transparency, self-organization, and adapting methodologies for the agile way of 
work. Our focus is working on internal products as well as collaborating with partners in fields like 
education, healthcare, finance, clean energy, etc. Evolving human collaboration between 
cooperatives and like-minded  organizations is something we highly value and invest a lot of energy 
in. Building software is our strength, but we believe that the key moment of a successful 
environment is the mindful relationship between people. The mission of becoming better every day 
and learn how to work together as one. I will walk you through the journey of cooperation and how 
Camplight get involved in internationalization where people from different technical cooperatives 
are going the extra mile of exchanging knowledge, projects, ideas and evolve human collaboration 
within cooperatives and straighten our sector. 
 
In particular:  

● Strategies for internationalization  
● Best practices that support them  

2. Summary of main characteristics of good practice approach 
 

We started organizing ourselves around the shared vision of collaboration between tech 
cooperatives. Few representatives started more regular meetings to figure out a strategy how to 
create a community and how we can work as one. The community evolved from 70 to 140 people 
based on a strategy of: 

● building a community  
● building trust  
● share ideas and knowledge  
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● share projects  
 

It is a long process we are currently going through and during the session, we will share some best 
practices, methodologies we experiment with, and pros and cons of internationalization.   
For communications, we try to use open-source software -  mattermost for chat and Big Blue Button 
for online meetings. Tools like Miro and Moodlight help us be more mindful and reach a better 
synchronization. 
Our general aim is to become better together, help each other solving the challenges we face on a 
daily basis, spread the knowledge of cooperativism, and create an environment of inspiring people 
to show their potential.  
 

3. Evidence/Justification for Good Practice 

Sharing more than 20 projects within the network. We will share few examples and case studies 
how: 
 

- We negotiate of better work conditions and work on projects that matter 
- We join forces in discovering new potentials for collaboration with external partners that 

will prefer working with cooperatives as software professionalists 
- Supporting the sectors with our unique expertise 

 

4. Context and history of how it developed 

 We will share a presentation of the entire journey 
 

5. Outcomes (for different stakeholders) 

 Describe its main achievements (intended and unintended); and, if feasible and relevant,  
how it is seen by different stakeholders involved (workers, local communities, clients, partners, etc.).  
(Max 0.5 page) 
 
 
 

-  
  

6. Drivers and Barriers 

  
 

https://mattermost.com/
https://bigbluebutton.org/
https://miro.com/
https://moodlight.team/
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Drivers  Barriers 

Multidisciplinary teams  Cultural differences  

Highly experienced specialists Language  

Trusted Community that supports each other  Timezone 

Better positions for negotiations  Теam dynamics adjustments 

 
 
 

7. Overall assessment 

 Summarise, in your views, its utility, and its value as a learning case study for other actors (if 
feasible address at least three: SSE networks, public authorities and other SSE organisations. 
(Max 0.5 page) 
 
The most important is to understand why we are investing time and energy into Internationalization. 
We see a great opportunity of creating a healthy and sustainable business that helps not only 
individuals but changing the entire world. 
 
 


